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No. of fois. 20. All, except fols. 7 and 8, written in Up-
right Gupta chars.; fols. 7 and 8, in Cursive Gupta, added
later to compensate loss of two orig. leaves, measure only
i2*X2£*. In upper L. corner, a small red and green
coloured fig. of sitting Buddha, within a hlack ink circle.
Contents: Aparimittyuk-suira, ed. by Prof. Sten Konow
in 3f& Rcnitmt of Buddhist Literature, pp. 289-329. No,
53, Hoernle Reg. i3f'x 2%*. PI. CL.
Ch. Iviii. 007, Roll, complete; of hard dim-coloured
paper mended at lower end. Inscr. on obv. with Chin, writing;
on rev. with 7111. of fine Cursive Gupta, showing a series of
syllabaries, as explained in /.ll.AS., 1911, pp. 452 ff. and
PI. L No. 54, Hoemfe Reg. 10' 9* x log*. PI. CXLV.
Ch. Ixviii ool Pothl, incomplete, in Khotanese and
Upright Gupta. Only one complete foL; on coarse yellowish
paper; 12 1L black ink writing on page; letters, from $' to y.
Marginal and guiding lines in faint black ink; so also inner
circlet, a|* diam., 9* off L, edge. A small piece torn out of
upper side. FoL No. 255 on L. margin of rev.
Contents: some Buddhist canonical text, not identified.
No. 55, Hoernle Reg. 30!* x i2|*. PI. CXLVIU.
Ch. c. ooi. Roll, complete, of gigantic size; thick tough
dun-coloured paper; small portion, perhaps 3* or 4*, torn off
top. Inside, wholly covered with writing, mostly in Upright,
exceptionally in Cursive Gupta chars, and hi corrupt Sans-
krit or in Khotanese language. Outside, blank, except for
parti-coloured figure at top, representing two geese facing
each other, standing on two lotuses intertwined, and holding
budding stalks in their bills.
Contents: three Buddhist texts, in Upright Gupta and
corrupt Sanskrit; also three statements, in Cursive Gupta
script and Khotanese language; finally, short series of saluta-
tions, in Upright Gupta and corrupt Sanskrit; for details, see
J.R.A&, 1911, pp. 471 ff. No. 56, Hoernle Reg. 70' !•*
x 10$*, PL CXLVI.
Ch, c. 00s. Roll, complete; ordinary dun-coloured
paper damaged at top and elsewhere. Inscr. on obv. with
Chin, writing; on rev. with alphabetic and syllabic tables in
Gupta chars.
The interest of this roll is that it shows the procedure in
a Buddhist monastic school An old Chinese roll was used
as a sort of * Exercise book * for beginners in writing.
There are altogether 1x3 lines of writing. The initial 35
 lines begin with illegible scrawls; then very disorderly
series of alphabetical radicals, omitting ihe cerebrals, but
gradually improving. Now comes, on 31. 36-4+, a com-
plete so-called l Si'Mhtm' or table of alphabetical and
numeral radicals, followed on II. 41-9 by a syllabary, though
not complete, but only from £*, £«, etc.. down to /for, jk*,
etc. The whole very carefully and calligraphically written
without guiding lines, evidently a* a pattern, by the master,
to be copied by the pupil.
Then, on 11. 50-92, come 17 copies written by the pupil
with guide-lines, and showing progressive skill; at first more
or less disorderly, afterwards (from 1. $4) in good order.
These copies, however, include only the alphabetical radicals,
from k* to kha. Then, on 11. 91, 93. comes the date «f the
exercise: tkye nt kvl ji wurwt? fawn* (9th period) asm sa/y*
(horse-year) nttin fmr* m*itt (Jam month) d***myt kmft
(tenth day). Then, on 11. 93-104, comes another series of
five copies, less well done, perhaps by another pupil. Next,
11. 105-109, a copy of the full table of alphabetical and
numeral radicals, but in more or less disorder. Finally, on
1.110, comes the master's calligraphic pattern of the suiemcnt:
Sidhdm ntexta majsa i* £}£<//, i. e.' thus it has been heard
by me ', followed, on 11. 110-13, by four copies of thai
statement, done by the pupil.
That an old Chinese roll was used in this way is shewn
by the circumstance that the roll was already damaged by
holes which the pupil had to avoid in copying ; cf. 11. to, 63,
70, etc. No. 57, Hoernle Reg. 9' 9* x 10".
Ch. cvi. ool Document, complete, on coarse thick
yellowish paper. Inscr. on obv. with 31 11. Cursive Gupta;
on rev. with % 11. of same, followed by 15 U. large Tib. writing,
running in opposite direction; and again followed by 9 1L of
slightly smaller Tib. writing, but running reversely, L e. in
the same direction as the Cursive Gupta at top &f page.
Cursive Gupta writing careless and difikak to decipher, e. g.
m much like p\ language Khotanese. Begins with a date:
maetaU sthe. ct*wj* m*fo fatiwjv kaf*, « m the Mftdak
year, the Cvavaja month, the twentieth day',
Chi 1. 8 from bottom, a phrase is deleted, another substi-
tuted in Tib. chars., showing that the Cursive Gupta aad Tib,
portions are cootemporaiwus. No* »f» Hoerak Reg.
3'o|*Xi3*. PL CXLVHJ.
V.—REMAINS OF POTHlS AND DOCUMENTS IN SANSKRIT AND
KHOTANESE, FROM SITES OF FARHAD-BfiG-YAILAKI AND KARA-YANTAK
(See above, pp. 1347 *q<*, **53 **>,
tanese and Upright Gupta.    Apparently a lot of
No. 61, HoernJe Reg.   *i'xi$*.
F. U. L 006* Wooden tablet, complete, feet broken into
numerous small pieces; iascr. on one mdt only with 7 II.
writing m Kbotaoese and Upright Gopta. Purport not
determined No, 62, Hoernle Reg, $*x 3$*,
F, n. L 007*   Wooden tablet, tpporeatij oo«p4ete, bet
F. i. a. x. Wooden tablet, inscr. on both sides with Skr.
charm (mmntra), in &k>kas, and in large Upright Gupta chars.
5 Eeach side; part almost illegible. The awwrir*is in faulty
language and metre. No. 60, Hoernle Reg, i'x4*xi*.
PL CLI.
F. n. L l Wooden tablet, complete, oblong with oae
end pointed; inscr. on euber side with 3 11. writing m

